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STA Practitioner’s Level Horary Certificate Course 
Offered as a 5-day intensive in San Francisco, CA

Previous presentations of this course have taken place in Australia, 
England, France, Hawaii, Ireland, Norway, New Zealand, Scotland and 
Tasmania. In fall 2015 it will be offered for the first time in San 
Francisco as a 5-day intensive course (October 4 - 8, 2015). 

The course is restricted to a small number of enrollments to allow 
individual attention, a friendly and encouraging atmosphere, and an 
ideal number of participants for workshop exercises and group-work; 
therefore places on this course are limited to a maximum of 20 students. 
If you are interested, please book early to avoid disappointment.

This uniquely structured course provides a full theoretical overview of 
horary and highlights practical techniques that cut straight to the crux of the 
horary problem. Past delivery of the course has shown that learning through 
exploration of modern case studies, under the direct attendance of a skillful 
practitioner, among a small group of like-minded colleagues, is the best way 
understand horary's full potential and acquire the confidence needed to work 
independently as a horary consultant, fully prepared for the sensitivities that 
sometimes arise. 

The aim of the Practitioner's Level Certificate Course is to explore the 
methodology, theory, history and practical application of horary technique. 
The course places its emphasis on learning through typical client scenarios, 
though consideration is also given to pertinent and informative historical 
examples. The course is geared towards the practical consulting requirements 
of the modern horary astrologer and all areas of horary analysis are 
explained: lost items, missing people, relationships and emotional dilemmas, 
fertility problems, property issues, career decisions, financial indications, and 
many other modern problems.
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 This course is suitable for any 
astrologer with a good understanding 
of general astrological principles. 
Student abilities are likely to be mixed, 
ranging from those new to horary to 
those with theoretical expertise seeking 
development of practical application. A 
core objective of the course is to 
develop confidence in horary practice, 
so while it is useful to have an 
understanding of how horary works, 
previous experience or an established 
knowledge of traditional technique is 
not essential. The instruction covers 
everything needed for a competent 
astrologer to incorporate horary into 
an existing astrological practice. 
 Emphasis is directed towards the 
art of judgment, with appreciation that 
self-assurance comes through a solid 
understanding of horary symbolism, 
and an awareness of the 
sensitivities that can arise 
in consultation. You will 
be given explanations of 
the techniques which 
structure the horary craft, 
a n d p r o v i d e d w i t h 
comprehensive course 
notes and other relevant 
materials. The workshop 
draws upon example 
horaries and recent client 
scenarios. All of the main 
areas of analysis are 
explained, along with 
d i s c u s s i o n o f t h e 

difficulties each topic brings. 
 T h e c o u r s e e x p l o r e s t h e 
methodology, history and philosophy 
of horary. It has been carefully 
designed to allow regular periods of 
student involvement and group 
activity, which ensures constant 
consolidation of what is being taught. 
This prevents the risk of theoretical 
principles overwhelming practice 
assimilation. 
 The course is part of the syllabus 
of the School of Traditional Astrology 
(member of the APAE) and offers APAI 
approved certificate-level qualification. 
It also acts as a requisite for anyone 
wishing to embark on the STA Master’s 
Level Course — a specialized horary 
course designed for those seeking an 
advanced level of theoretical and 
philosophical exploration of horary.

General Course Information & Experience Requirements
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                    Thursday October 8th, 2015

      10am - 11:30am Judgment of Questions Relating to Trials and Lawsuits

      11:45am - 1pm Planetary Hours and Traditional Considerations Before Judgment

      2pm - 3:45pm Judgment of Questions Relating to Health and Pregnancy

      4pm - 5pm Closing: Advice and Final Tips for Creating Reliable Judgments

                    Wednesday October 7th, 2015

      10am - 11:30am The Descriptive Qualities of the Signs

      11:45am - 1:15pm Exploration of Lost Object and Missing Person Charts

      2:15pm - 3:45pm Questions Relating to Career Matters and Professional Concerns

      4pm - 5:30pm Investments, Property Charts & Financial Concerns

                    Tuesday October 6th, 2015

      10am - 11:30am Understanding Humors, Sect & the Interpretive Use of Dignities

      11:45am - 1:15pm Reception: How it Works & When it Matters

      2:15pm - 3:45pm The “People-Politics” of Relationship Charts and Contracts

      4pm - 5:30pm Practical Exercises on Relationship Chart & Contract Scenarios

                    Monday October 5th, 2015

      10am - 11:30am Profiling: The Descriptive Use of Planetary Significations

      11:45am - 1:15pm Practical Exercises on Case Studies

      2:15pm - 3:45pm Aspects & the Symbolic Details of Planetary Motion

      4pm - 5:30pm More on Aspects, Orbs, Applications, VOC & Horary Terms of Art

                    Sunday October 4th, 2015

      10:15am - 11:30am Course officially commences with brunch at a nearby venue

      12:30pm - 2pm Instruction commences: Angularity & House Significations

      2:15pm - 3:45pm Cusps & Chart Turning: the “Masterpiece of the Art”

      4:15pm - 5:30pm Practical Exercise on Significators & Chart Judgment

Course Syllabus (Subject to Amendment)
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Wade Caves is an astrological consultant and speaker specializing in 
horary, electional and classical astrological technique, and tutor for the 
STA – School of Traditional Astrology. Wade received his certification 
as a horary practitioner from Deborah Houlding in 2013 and continues 
under Deb’s mentorship with the STA Masters Course. In his studies 
with the STA’s Masters Course, Wade has been most interested in the 
philosophical origins and historical development of astrological 
symbolism. Prior to his work with the STA he was certified with 
honors from the Mayo School of Astrology in London. 

 Wade’s articles have been published online and in print magazines such as 
The Mountain Astrologer. In 2015, he will be speaking at several locations on horary 
and electional astrology, and facets of these techniques’ historical transmission. In 
summer 2015, Wade will organize and lecture for a weekend traditional astrology 
workshop with colleagues Nina Gryphon and Ryhan Butler, in conjunction with the 
San Francisco Astrological Society. 
 Wade runs his own astrological practice in the Los Angeles metro area. He 
can be reached at wade@sta.co.

Course Tutor & Facilitator

Students on the STA Horary Practitioner’s Course in London, 2013
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Cost & Venue Details

The cost of the STA Practitioner’s Level 
Horary Certificate Course is $995 USD for 
regular registration or $845 for discounted 
early bookings. Places are strictly limited 
and allocated on a first-come, first-served 
basis, secured upon receipt of a $350 non-
refundable deposit. All remaining fees 
must be settled before August 15, 2015. 

The course fee includes the cost of the food provided in the introductory brunch, the 
Wednesday night evening meal, course notes and materials, and light refreshments each 
day. While delegates are not required to attend the group meals, these costs are non-
transferable and no substitutions or refunds can be given for non-participation. 

This course is non-residential and delegates traveling to San Francisco are required to 
make their own arrangements for accommodation. The course venue, The Women’s 
Building, is located on 18th St. between Valencia St and Guerrero St and adjacent to 
nearby transit systems. Reasonably priced lodging is within walking distance. Please note: 
in the unlikely event of the course being cancelled or postponed, STA will refund any 
course fees and deposits but will not be liable for any other costs incurred by attendees 
(travel insurance is advisable for this reason). 

  

REGISTRATION 

   Early Registration: $845 
     (before April 30, 2015) 

   Regular Registration: $995 

To enroll, contact wade@sta.co. 
Payments methods accepted: 

PayPal, check or money order. 
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